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When we met with Shift3, we instantly knew 

they understood our vision. Their team 

developed a beautiful application that helped 

us fill a critical industry need. This application is 

going to revolutionize the real estate industry 

by streamlining processes that help agents 

focus on what matters most – selling homes 

and changing lives.

Sandra Cox - Co-Founder and CEO of Listing 

Alert



Listing Alert: A Broker’s 
Best Tool
Industry: Real Estate

Founded: 2019

Listing Alert is a mobile app designed to give real estate brokers and 

agents advanced, exclusive access to property listings before they appear 

on the Multiple Listing Service (MLS). 

Even in today’s digitally driven world, many real estate brokerages still 

utilize a somewhat cumbersome means to document and notify agents of 

brand new incoming property listings. For many brokerages, newly inked 

listings get manually written on a dry-erase board in the office or verbally 

communicated in weekly office meetings prior to hitting the MLS. The 

challenge with this notification system is most agents work remotely or 

have a home office. Remote agents or agents in the field often miss out on 

properties in the pre-listing phase because there are simply no other ways 

to communicate those office-wide in any practical way. 

This groundbreaking app changes all that. Listing Alert allows agents to 

instantly notify other agents within their brokerage of new listings so their 

firm has the first opportunity to sell the property before the information 

goes public. The pre-listing access allows agents to start marketing and 

organizing their delayed and coming-soon listings at the time the listing is 

taken. Essentially, agents are digitally marketing the listing internally the 

second the pen hits the listing agreement.

• Custom Business Application Development

• Mobile and Web-based App Development

• Salesforce-specific Consultations and Implementations

• Smart Website and UX/UI Design

Shift3 Technologies Provides:



The Problem
When a real estate agent inks a listing contract to sell a home for a 

homeowner, agents have three days to enter it into the MLS specific to 

their market area. Many times, that three days gets extended to five, ten 

or twenty due to maintenance issues, such as the property getting new 

carpet or paint. During that pre-listing extension period, it’s difficult to 

market that property appropriately to intra-office agents who may have 

buyers for that property as it’s not yet public. 

Basic marketing tactics for pre-listings, also called “coming soon” listings, 

can be a wearisome process and isn’t very efficient or effective. Many 

brokerages include an office sales board, where agents manually write 

each listing with minimal details in marker or chalk. Oftentimes, agents 

just send an office-wide email, notifying their fellow agents of their 

incoming listing. Most larger real estate brokerages also hold weekly 

company-wide meetings, where each agent gets an opportunity to 

verbally present their new listing to the team. 

All of these tactics can easily be missed by agents who are spending less 

time in their broker’s brick and mortar and more time in the field with 

homebuyers, executing open houses or simply working remotely at a 

home office.



The Solution

Shift3 Technologies worked with Listing Alert for seven months to 

develop a custom, mobile SaaS application designed to help instantly 

notify all the agents within a real estate brokerage of new listings while 

they’re still in the pre-listing and coming soon phase, thus informing their 

fellow agents of properties that may be a perfect fit for their buyers prior 

to going public on the open market. 

As soon as a listing agreement is signed, it takes less than a minute for an 

agent to input the brief specifications of the listing into the app, where 

it’s posted and logged. As soon as the listing is saved, the app notifies all 

agents that a new listing has been added and it includes all the details 

needed to inform potential buyers. From address and room count to 

square footage and lot size, every agent within that brokerage is armed 

with detailed info to not only market the listing to their buyers, but to 

answer any questions about the property for floor calls or cold inquiries. 

Listing Alert is the only mobile application in the real estate market

built to notify agents within the same brokerage of incoming listings 

prior to entry on the MLS. Developed in React Native, this mobile app was 

built with simplicity, scalability and the utmost security in mind. 

Shift3 also helped design and develop a web portal that serves as the 

backend management platform for brokers who purchase the app for 

their agents. The comprehensive platform allows brokers to add and edit 

agents, track analytics, pay their invoices and more.



The Benefits

Before Listing Alert’s simple mobile app, real estate agents would have to 

be notified of new listings by being in the office to view sales whiteboards, 

attending weekly office meetings or garnering access to physical in-house 

binders with written info that varied from day to day. Agents working 

remotely or constantly in the field with buyers or homeowners have never 

been able to view or access those in-house communiques consistently. 

Listing Alert has enabled brokers to unilaterally notify all agents within 

the brokerage of brand new listings in the pipeline, so all agents - remote 

or not - get a notification of the opportunity. No longer do agents have 

to physically be in the office to get updates, giving them more time to 

buy and sell in the field. Homebuyers benefit because their agents get 

lightning fast notifications of new properties and sellers benefit because 

they can get their homes sold before they hit the open market in MLS. 



Lasting Impact

Over the past 10 to 15 years, selling/buying real estate has evolved dramatically. More 

real estate agents are working from a home office or working from their car via a tablet 

or smartphone while in the field. Just about every industry property resource is now 

available online or through mobile apps. You can even qualify for a home mortgage 

through apps, thanks to technology.

To prepare for this industry techvolution, more brokerages are reevaluating their 

digital tools and platforms annually to make sure they’re staying at the forefront of new 

smartphone-friendly resources to help their agents sell more, faster - and most of all, 

easier. 

In fact, more newly licensed agents are scrutinizing the tech foundation of each brokerage 

with which they interview before they make a decision to work with the franchise - 

especially millennials. Incidentally, millenials are not only poised to sell more property in 

2019, they’re also buying it themselves; this means all things better have accessibility via 

a smartphone or web portal or it’s not worth it. *According to Redfin, 45% of millennial 

homebuyers in 2017 made an offer on a home sight-unseen … thanks in most part to 

technology and the availability of online resources. 

The Listing Alert mobile app is geared to be a broker’s secret weapon and will be an 

integral tool to add to a growing tech foundation. This easy-to-use platform is simple to 

navigate for agents and brokers of all ages and tech levels. 

If you’re a broker and would like to subscribe or a realtor who wants to know more, visit 

www.listing-alert.com. Subscriptions are $10/agent, to be purchased by brokers only.



Automate Your World

We specialize in custom business applications that help automate your 

workflows, streamline communication and solve pain points unique to 

your business. How can we help you?

559.560.3300 

shift3tech.com

info@shift3tech.com

Mobile App Development

Smart Websites

Salesforce-specific Consultations and Integration

Our Services

https://www.facebook.com/shift3tech/
https://twitter.com/shift3tech
https://www.linkedin.com/company/shift3-technologies
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvsnpjaxjAdeTlxM2E2AynQ
https://shift3tech.com/
mailto:info%40shift3tech.com?subject=

